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Memorial
J. Richard Hackman, PhD
(1940-2013)
the nomothetic generalities that could account for the performance of such starkly varying groups, but also recognized
the unique aspects of each one. (The title was originally just
The Society of Group Psychology and Group Psychotherapy Groups that Work, but as the project reached fruition Richard
mourns the passing of our colleague, J. Richard Hackman, realized that too many of the groups featured in the book did
PhD, a leading expert on teams and performance-oriented not really deserve to be so categorized.) His authority matrix model of teams organized the
groups in organizations. Dr. Hackmyriad types of teams working in
man succumbed January 8, 2013,
organizational settings by taking
in Boston, from complications of
into consideration their level of
lung cancer.
autonomy and the leader’s responsibility, identifying manager-led,
John Richard Hackman was born
self-managing, self-designing, and
in Joliet, Illinois, on June 14, 1940.
self-governing teams. His many
He received his bachelor’s degree
books on groups and teams provide
in mathematics and minors in psyone insight after another into the
chology and physics from MacMurwork of groups and include Behavray College and his Master’s and
ior in Organizations (with Porter
PhD degrees from the University of
& Lawler), Work Redesign (with
Illinois. The Illinois program was
J. Richard Hackman, PhD
Oldham), Leading Teams: Setting
emerging, at that time, as the leadthe Stage for Great Performances,
ing research center for the study of
groups as social, task-performance systems, with faculty and Senior Leadership Teams: What it Takes to Make Them Great
students joining together to examine the determinants of group (with Wageman, Nunes, & Burruss), and Collaborative Intelproductivity, decision making, creativity, and systems-level ligence: Using Teams to Solve Hard Problems. Richard also
processes in groups and organizations. Joseph McGrath chaired wrote, with Nancy Katz, the most recent summary of group
Richard’s dissertation project (“Effects of Task Characteristics and team performance for the 5th edition of the Handbook of
on Group Products”), completed in 1966. Dr. Hackman, upon Social Psychology.
graduation, took a position on the faculty of administrative
sciences and psychology at Yale University, where he remained Throughout his career Dr. Hackman continually underscored
for 20 years. In 1986 he moved to the Psychology Department the impact of groups on people’s lives. His work stressed
production and efficiency, but he believed the group’s perand the Business School at Harvard University.
formance should never come at the cost of members’ adjustDr. Hackman, as a leading figure in the Illinois school of ment and well-being. He explicitly stated that the group that
group processes, was fascinated by groups that make things, makes excellent decisions, generates high-quality products,
produce products, and formulate decisions. He pursued his or organizes its members to work at maximum efficiency is
analysis of groups, teams, and organizations with great vigor not a successful group if members suffer, at a personal level,
and discernment. For example, in 1975, with Charles G. Mor- from their membership in the group. As he explains in his
ris, he published his standard-setting systems theory of group award winning Leading Teams (recipient of Terry Book
performance, clearly defining the input-output-process model Award from the Academy of Management), a successful
of performance that continues to guide the study of group group experience must contribute “positively to the learning
productivity to this day. His edited 1990 book Groups That and personal well-being of individual team members” (p. 28).
Work (and Those That Don’t) drew together case studies of Ever a multi-level thinker, he believed that the group, too,
27 different work-focused groups that sought to examine both must reap some benefit, for “the social processes the team
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